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ABSTRACT

The standard of critical thinking in this study, namely: first, interpretation is on a problem can showing/writing what they know and what is asked about the problem correctly; second, analysis is the activity of identifying the relationship between statements, questions and concepts in a problem through making mathematical models and accompanied by the right reasons; third, evaluation is the right strategy in solving problems and fourth, conclusion is accuracy in drawing conclusions from what is asked. While the type of research used is descriptive qualitative type. The instruments used were interview guidelines and test questions. The interview used is a structured interview and the test used in the form of a math problem test with derived application material consisting of 3 problem descriptions with material that has been received by students. Student performance levels in this study are at the Apprentice level and the Novice level. The acquisition of data at the Apprentice level the average value is different, this is because the acquisition of data on each indicator is different overall. This is because the subject is not accustomed to or accustomed to working on open questions or also problem stories/problems. Student performance levels in this study are at the Apprentice level and the Novice level. The acquisition of data at the Apprentice level the average value is different, this is because the acquisition of data on each indicator is different overall. This is because the subject is not accustomed to or accustomed to working on open questions or also problem stories/problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In terms of education, it is all aspects of activities that have a positive impact on all subjects and objects in education. Activities in education are not just the delivery of subject matter such as providing explanations to students, but there are many basic things that need to be considered such as guidance and direction, as well as instructions for each student (Fattah, 2003; Tilaar, 2012; Alwasilah, 2012; Sauri, 2006). Activities like this are things that can affect aspects of knowledge and motivation of students in carrying out learning activities. (Sardiman, 2007; Wardati & Jauhar, 2011; Sukardi & Kusmawati, 2008; Sumarwiyah, 2009). With the development of an era, of course education will also continue to develop over time, this can be exemplified and found in terms of science or technology. Technology that has developed drastically has certainly entered our lives. This needs to be considered by all education observers as the development of a technology that has a role in increasing capabilities in all fields in general.

Learning in terms is known as two-way communication activities by involving support for each student in order to achieve learning goals and change behavior in a positive direction (Mulyadi, 2010; Mulyasa, 2007). In their duties, educators need to develop the basic abilities of their students, such as the abilities contained in three indicators, namely intellectual, psychomotor and affective abilities. In developing these abilities, of course there are many factors that influence it (Yusuf, 2005; Siswaanto, 2016). Therefore educators need to prepare what activities will be carried out by students and the need to prepare as early as possible by paying attention to the many factors that influence it. The statement above is in accordance with the opinion of Sakerebau (2018) which clearly explains that many factors influence a person in learning, where these factors are classified into internal factors, which come from within a person consisting of psychological, fatigue, and physical items, while other factors, namely external factors are those that come from outside the person such as parents, educators, and the surrounding community.

In learning mathematics, which is part of a scientific discipline, it has a major role in the development of science and also in the field of technology, this is because mathematics is said to be one of the sciences that underlie others sciences (Shadig, 2014; Sumarmo, 2007; Mandur, 2013; Jihad, 2008). In studying mathematics, we can learn to develop meticulous and accurate aspects, we can also improve...
critical and logical thinking skills, reasoning and can be positive, creative, responsible, and the ability to work with peers (Ismaimuzza, 2010; Riyanto, 2010; Trianto, 2010; Isjoni, 2009; Dwitagama and Wijaya, 2012; Haryani, 2012; Julita). This is in accordance with Suherman et al (2003: 56) which states that there are three functions in learning mathematics, namely patterns of thought, tools, and knowledge. Furthermore, Vincent (Dahlan, 2017) explains that thinking is any mental activity that can help formulate or solve a problem, make decisions or fulfill the desire to understand something. Not a few students argue that it is difficult to learn and understand mathematics subjects because the object of study in mathematics is abstract and moreover learning is only from educators. Memory limitations are also the cause of students to memorize mathematical formulas that are considered meaningful. This kind of thing can have an impact on mathematics which is still seen as a difficult subject for students and society in general (Muijs & Reynolds, 2005). The thinking ability of each individual is certainly not the same, so each individual needs to practice and develop their abilities in studying mathematics subjects. This way of learning that is carried out by students certainly needs a change, namely by increasing their thinking skills, one of which is critical thinking.

Choy & Cheah (2009) define critical thinking as complex which requires a high level of cognitive processing information. Furthermore, Ennis (2011) explains that critical thinking is the ability to think reflective and reasoned which is focused on what is believed or done. Students can think critically with a skill through the results of activities to analyze and prove the truth. According to Fisher (2009), it explains that critical thinking is a skill in thinking about everything in an appropriate way in interpreting and evaluating activities such as observation, interaction with various other sources of information. Critical thinking carried out by students in the form of questioning problems, answering logically, finding information in an efficient time. A person’s ability can be improved with regular practice in solving math problems. The maximum effort that must be done is to give students experience knowledge so that students’ performance abilities will increase. To find out this, a method is needed that can inform learning outcomes, namely the achievement of student competencies, which is called an assessment. The appropriate form of assessment is student performance assessment. While Arifin (2012) performance appraisal is a way of assessing the level of mastery of students’ skills through performance tests or demonstrations or real work practices. The level of student performance consists of four levels with reference to the level set by Exemplars. The four levels are Novice, Apprentice, Practitioner, and Expert.

Dahlan (2017) explained that the four levels of performance appraisal for students were in full according to the NCTM standard. The following is the explanation: 1) Novice, students have a strategy in solving problems that contain problems, participants do not provide logical explanations in mathematical concepts related to the process of proof, are unable to communicate ideas in their thinking, are unable to connect old knowledge with new ones so that little experience, and unable to construct mathematical concepts; 2) Apprentice, at this level, students can be said to have been able to have or carry out a correct strategy to solve a problem, can provide reasons and the process of proof can be said to be logical even though it is not yet orderly, able to communicate ideas partially, can associate the knowledge they have with the new knowledge they get while studying the lessons they follow, and are able to connect mathematical concepts but are still part of the process; 3) Practitioner, students have begun to be able to have the correct strategy to solve problems, reasons and the process of proof have started to be logical, able to partially communicate ideas, able to connect old knowledge with new ones, and able to construct mathematical and scientific concepts but still part of the process construction; 4) Expert, this level shows that students have started to be able to have the right strategy to solve problems, the reasons and the proof process have started to be logical, able to communicate complete ideas, able to connect old knowledge with new ones, and able to construct mathematical and scientific concepts. This research is based on the level set by Exemplars. So that researchers will observe student performance levels, namely: Novice, Apprentice, Practitioner and Expert. To find out the level of students in this study is to connect each level with the predetermined standard indicators of thinking. Performance level category based on NCTM stipulations adopted by Dahlan, (2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance level category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>$x = 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practitioner</td>
<td>$3 \leq x &lt; 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprentice</td>
<td>$2 \leq x &lt; 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>$1 \leq x &lt; 2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. METHODS

This type of descriptive qualitative research is used in this study. Researchers describe the performance level of Information Technology students. In other words, it can be said that the researcher describes the level of performance of this Information Technology student based on the student’s critical thinking ability in solving math problems given during research activities. The researcher also described the level of student performance in critical thinking in solving problems in the form of problems. The researcher checks and reports the results of the student’s problem solving by matching the results of the student’s answers with the criterion of critical thinking.

The data in the study were interview guidelines that would be applied to students and test questions that would be carried out by six selected students majoring in Information Technology class A Muhammadiyah University of Jember which were categorized as high, medium, and low. Data obtained in the form of test results and interviews. The test for performance levels is based on students’ critical thinking skills. The research subjects were Muhammadiyah Jember Information Technology students. Subject taking was obtained from previous students’ scores to group students with high, medium and low abilities and continued by selecting two students from each category. From the test activities given, then conducting interviews with each student as the research subject. Taking two students of Information Technology class A Muhammadiyah University of Jember in each of these categories aims to determine whether students in the same category are at the same level or not. So that in this study the researcher took as many as 6 subjects with two high category students, two medium category students, and two low category students who would be analyzed for their performance levels based on their critical thinking skills in solving math problems that had been prepared before the activity.
The test used is in the form of a math problem test with derivative application material consisting of 3 description questions with material that has been received by students. Each question will test the criteria or indicators of student performance assessment based on critical thinking skills. The purpose of working on these questions is to make sure that the student can work on the questions given with the same type. The interview activity was carried out after giving the final test questions. To avoid the same answer, interviews were carried out alternately for each ability group and carried out individually. The type of interview used is a structured interview because the guidelines were prepared from the start. The analysis was carried out in critical thinking skills, namely the analysis of the test results obtained from the answer sheet. Student answers are analyzed with an assessment sheet based on standard critical thinking indicators, which will then be categorized into performance levels in accordance with the scoring guidelines for the performance levels that have been made, scoring on student work results on test questions is adjusted to indicator achievement. After giving scores on the students ‘work on the test questions, an interview was conducted which aimed to see whether the students’ answers were consistent between the answers on the test questions and during the interviews.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the implementation of this research, the research instruments that will be used are validated first by the experts in their fields. There are three validators who will provide an assessment of the instruments to be used. By carrying out this validation activity, it is hoped that the level of validity of this research instrument can be measured so that it can be used properly. The instruments that will be used are the instrument test questions and interview instruments. The following are the values of the three validators. The results of validator 1 indicate that the test questions instrument is in the range of 2.5833333333 or Va = 2.5833333333. These results indicate that the value of validator 1 for the question instrument is in the valid criteria. The result of validator 2 shows that the result of the instrument validation test is 2.6666666667 or Va = 2.6666666667. While validator 3 shows the results of the instrument validation test are 2.6666666667 or Va = 2.6666666667. So that the average validation result of the three validators for the test instrument is 2.638888889. According to the instrument validity criteria, then the test instrument is valid in the 2.5 < Va < 3 category range. Furthermore, in the interview instrument, the average value of the three validators was obtained by 2.5833333333. The details of each validator for the validation of the guideline instrument are as follows. validator 1 gives a score of 2.5 for the interview instrument, the value of the validator 2 is 2.75, and the value of the validator 3 is 2.5. So that the average obtained in the validation of the interview instrument for the three validators is 2.5833333333. This value is in the valid category and falls into the 2.5 < Va < 3 category. research can be used for research activities.

Of the 6 students who were the subject, the level of performance of each student was obtained by different indicators of achievement. This student performance level is based on their critical thinking skills which are classified into two levels, namely the apprentice level and the novice level. This leveling grouping is based on an analysis of student answers in solving a problem. In the results of this leveling, students are dominant at the apprentice level, through this research it is hoped that students can hone their critical thinking skills in solving problems. Critical thinking can be said as thinking that processes and results by analyzing and evaluating them. This certainly shows that students can think critically with their own skills by analyzing and proving the truth. The following is the result of the percentage of students’ critical thinking on each predetermined indicator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>2.1111111111</td>
<td>Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AL</td>
<td>2.1111111111</td>
<td>Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>2.851851852</td>
<td>Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AF</td>
<td>2.518518519</td>
<td>Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AX</td>
<td>1.740740741</td>
<td>Novice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>1.666666667</td>
<td>Novice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table above, it shows that the results of low-ability critical thinking skills appear to be at the novice level stage. Medium abilities are at the apprentice level, as well as high abilities are at the apprentice level. Based on this data, it shows that students have different ability to think. Students need to be accustomed to being given problems that require working on questions that have a creative thinking level. In research activities, it is at the interpretation stage where students are asked to understand the questions related to the problem. This stage requires students to understand the problem, students have the ability to think in different ways.

For the two low-category students, one of the students was not clear or did not understand the problem. This means that the student is not precise or incomplete in writing what he knows and the questions asked. This was reinforced during interviews, students were not yet precise or clear in terms of describing a problem. One of the other students was able to say that he understood enough about the problem. This is evidenced in the answer sheet, which shows that the student can write down what is known and what is being asked about the question. In the interview activity too, the student’s statement can be said to be consistent with the answer sheet. With consistency between student answer sheets in the low category and what was conveyed during the interview, AU students are at the novice level because most of them do not fulfill all critical thinking indicators, while AX students are also at the novice level, but the average results of the scores critical thinking indicator is different from AU. AU obtained an average value of 1.6666666667 in the novice level category and AX got a score of 1.740740741 which is also at the novice level. In other words, there is a difference in the results of the average acquisition of critical thinking indicators for students with the low category, this is because the data acquisition for each indicator is different as a whole.

Students with moderate ability at this critical thinking stage, it can be said that they have understood the problem well, this is known when they can do or write things that are known, overall there are still some errors and inaccuracies. another thing in the process, students in the medium category are good enough in presenting a problem that is in the problem in clear language. In the interview activity with students in the medium category, as a whole the students explained what was asked in the interview according to what they wrote in their respective answer sheets. In terms of writing down the student’s understanding of the questions, the student can rewrite the answers to what is known and
what is asked in the questions. Although in writing a strategy plan for solving and solving problems, there are still things that are unclear and inaccurate. Therefore, this student is expected to be careful in solving all the questions given in the future. Overall, this medium category student is quite good at working on questions and interview activities. This is shown in the triangulation activity of the test and interview method which shows that each student with the moderate category is very consistent between the answer sheet and the student’s answer during the interview. The validity of the data through this triangulation shows the validity of the data results. In the middle category students indicate that the two students are at the Apprentice level, but the average obtained from the two students is different, this is because the data acquisition of the two students on each indicator of critical thinking is different as a whole.

Students with high abilities at this critical thinking stage, it can be said that students with high categories already understand the questions well. Students are also able to write down the problem questions by writing down what is written on the questions clearly. Students are also able to plan the problem solving properly and also in accordance with the answers to solving the questions. However, in the indicators of writing another alternative way, students have not been able to write well. So that in this indicator students get a score of 1. While in making conclusions about solving the questions, the two students are very clear and can be said to be good at making conclusions, the reasons given in the conclusions also reflect correct problem solving. Then discussing interview activities with the two students with this high category. The explanation of the things conveyed in the interview activities by the two students was very consistent with the answer sheets they worked on. Overall students are in the high category both in solving problems on the questions and in delivering them in interview activities. This is because in the data validity activity, the triangulation of the test and interview method produces appropriate results, meaning that each student in the high category is so consistent between the answer sheet and the delivery that was raised by the student during the interview activity. With the results of data validity through this triangulation, it can be said that the results of the data obtained from this method are "valid". In high category students, both students are at the Apprentice level, but the average obtained from the two students is different, this is because the data acquisition of the two students on each indicator of critical thinking is different as a whole.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion and analysis results, it can be concluded that the level of student performance in the critical thinking ability of Information Technology students shows at the Apprentice level and the Novice level. Of the six existing subjects, 2 subjects are at the Novice level. This subject is a subject with low ability. While at the Apprentice level there are four subjects. The four subjects have different abilities, namely two subjects with moderate ability and the other two subjects are subjects with high abilities. However, in this category with the same Apprentice level the average obtained by the four subjects is different, this is because the data obtained by these four subjects on each indicator are different as a whole. In this study, none of the six subjects were at the critical thinking level category with the Practitioner level and the expert level. This is because the subject is not accustomed or accustomed to working on open questions or story questions/problems.
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